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______________________ Seniors

______________________
______________________
Part A. Define the ExampleWords (use a dictionary or Google it)
Term Definition Example Definition of Example

51. aero air aerobatic

52. ethno race ethnic

53. eu good euphoria

54. gen origin ; birth generation

55. homo same homogeneous

56. hetero different heterogeneous

57. dox belief unorthodox

58. para beside paralysis

59. ortho correct orthography

60. odont tooth periodontal

Part B. Break apart the word to identify the root definitions (use a dictionary)

Example Breakdown Define

1. aerometer air / measure measure the density of the air

2. ethnology

3. orthographic

4. homogenize

5. heterography

6. homograph

7. doxology

8. odontology

9. homophone

10. heteromorphic

Part C. Sketchnote Draw a picture to represent the root
aero eu gen dox ortho odont para



Part D. Acrostic Puzzle (onelook.com) The acrostic word literally means “study of belief”

Definition (root word index#)

1. Different from the standard belief (56,57)

2. A belief opposed to common sense (57,58)

3. The correct belief (57,59)

4. To praise (30,36,53)

5. Performed in the air; aloft (51)

6. Good-sounding (53)

7. A message delivered by air (2,51)

8. A Word that sounds the same as another (42,55)

Part E. Match the example with the definition (use a dictionary or Google it)*

Term Definition

1. _____ odontograph A. pertaining to aircraft

2. _____ aerodrome B. fertilization of a flower by pollen from the same plant

3. _____ euthenics C. having greater magnetization than a vacuum

4. _____ euphemism D. correction childhood deformities

5. _____ homogamy E. a mild expression replacing an offensive one

6. _____ homologous F. a device for correctly positioning gear teeth

7. _____ odontalgia G. tooth pain

8. _____ orthopedics H. an airport

9. _____ orthopsychiatry I. Preventive treatment of the mind

10. _____ paramagnetic J. Study of ways to better human life

11. _____ homochromatic K. Consisting of one color

12. _____ aeronautic L. having the same structure or value

Part E Write 2 sentences using different vocab words (not the roots) & use any DC word: 6 pts
If I . . . So that I . . . Since I . . . Even if I . . . While I . . . Whether I . . . As I . . . Although I
AVOID Because since we have used it so much!
Word/Noun Example - Since I have bathophobia, I do not swim in deep water like the sea.


